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Abstract
The task of assigning a parallel program’s processes to pro-
cessors in a computer system is referred to as process map-
ping. It is desired that such a mapping results in commu-
nication being kept as local as possible in the system while
also achieving load balance between computational units,
as this would reduce program execution time. By represent-
ing the program and the system as graphs, the problem can
be defined and solved using existing graph algorithms.
In this thesis we study the process of modeling virtual sys-
tems consisting of scattered nodes in a supercomputer, in
a way that process mapping can be performed with these
models. Although the supercomputer has a structured in-
terconnection network that forms a 3D torus, the subsets of
the system that are modeled and used for program execu-
tion are spread out in the system and hence they themselves
do not form a logical topology. We present and evaluate two
methods for model creation, both based on measurements
performed on the system.



Referat
Systemmodellering för processmappning mot
utspridda beräkningsnoder i superdatorer

Problemet att tilldela ett parallellt programs processer till
kärnor i ett datorsystem kalls för processmappning (eng.
process mapping). En bra processmappning resulterar i att
kommunikation mellan processer sker så lokalt som möjligt
i systemet samtidigt som lastbalansering upprätthålls, då
detta minskar exekveringstiden för programmet ifråga. Ge-
nom att representera både programmet och systemet som
grafer kan problemet definieras och lösas med hjälp av be-
fintliga grafalgoritmer.
I den här uppsatsen studeras modellering av virtuella sy-
stem bestående av utspridda noder i en superdator, för att
möjliggöra processmappning med dessa modeller. Då de da-
torer i superdatorn som används sprids ut i systemet bildar
de ingen logisk topologi, detta trots att superdatorns inter-
na nätverk bildar en sådan i form av en 3D torus. Vi pre-
senterar och evaluerar två metoder för systemmodellering,
båda baserade på kommunikationsmätningar i systemet.
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Definitions

2D
Two-dimensional.

3D
Three-dimensional.

CPU
Central Processing Unit. CPU sometimes refers to a computational unit (core)
and sometimes to a multi-core processor. In this thesis, CPU refers to the
latter.

HPC
High Performance Computing.

MPI Message Passing Interface, is a standardized message-passing system with
several implementations.

Network topology
A structured arrangement of connections in a network.

NUMA
Non-Uniform Memory Access. A CPU design where memory access time
depends on the memory location relative to the location of the computational
unit.



Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Motivation

In parallel computing, the overhead cost in execution time added from using par-
allel paradigms to solve a problem, is always sought to be minimized. This cost
is determined both by the design of the program, but also by the design of the
system on which the program will be executed. In this thesis we study how, based
on the information of the system’s design, a parallel program’s tasks can be placed
(and re-placed) on computational cores in a system with the goal of decreasing the
parallel overhead. The activity of assigning program tasks to processing cores in
such a way is referred to as process mapping, which together with task scheduling
(order of task execution) defines how a system is to execute the program; execution
order of tasks, and distribution of tasks to computational units. Any mapping from
processes to processors are valid mappings in the sense that the program will make
progress, but a mapping that distributes tasks randomly or in a round-robin fashion
is not expected to be as good as a calculated mapping, and would thus yield an
increased execution time compared to other mappings. This is due to connectivity
between all computational units (processor cores) not being homogeneous in most
modern computational clusters or supercomputers. With performance and size of
supercomputers growing rapidly, already reaching over a million cores in one single
system [1], the diameter (the shortest longest distance between two nodes) of the
interconnection networks does too for most network topologies. Although network
latency tend to decrease with newer network technologies, communication must be
kept as local as possible between nodes to avoid congestion in every routed network.
With a higher diameter, the greatest possible distance between two computational
units in the system increase, and with it the possibilities of bad mappings.

The process mapping problem is generally solved by turning it into a graph
problem as the complexity of the program and the system requires simplification to
be manageable and because of the number of applicable graph algorithms. In graph
theory there exist a similar problem formulation called the graph mapping problem
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

along with a growing set of algorithms for problem solving. The graph mapping
problem is closely related to, and can be transformed to, an even more studied
graph problem, namely the graph partitioning problem. In most forms, the graph
partitioning problem (and so also the graph mapping problem) is NP-complete [2].
Hence, it is not feasible to find the best solution for a scenario unless the models of
the program and system are very small and simple. Instead, heuristic algorithms
are commonly used to find a solution that is sufficient. For existing mappings,
there exist so called refinement methods that modifies mappings to the better with-
out recomputing the mapping all over again. Such methods are commonly used to
achieve load balance in programs whose tasks change over time with respect to load
and/or communicational dependencies. A process that performs multiple process
mappings (or refinements) during execution time of a program to maintain load
balance is referred to as a dynamic process mapper, whereas a process mapper that
does an initial mapping to be used for the whole execution time of a program is
referred to as static.

Many recent studies [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] of the graph mapping problem evaluate
methods of mapping an unstructured mesh or graph on to a logical topology, such
as a tree, mesh or torus. It is true that many of today’s supercomputers and large
computational clusters do form such logical topologies with their interconnection
networks. However, it is not all of these systems which are used exclusively by one
user at a time, rather they are used simultaneously by many users, each using a
subset of the system. These subsets that users are assigned for program execution
may or may not form logical topologies and for the latter case the model of the
system that the program is to be executed on is more complex.

In this study we evaluate how to implement dynamic process mapping for par-
allel programs on high performance computational clusters where the cluster’s in-
terconnection network form a structured topology (namely a 3D torus), but where
the system’s users do not use the whole system for program execution, rather they
share it and for each program execution they are given scattered nodes in the sys-
tem. Compared to a similar system where programs are executed on nodes that
form a logical topology, this makes solving the mapping problem harder as the sys-
tem model cannot be expressed using a defined structure and so it has to be more
specific. The reason for not executing programs on nodes that form a logical topol-
ogy is due to priority of system usage. Large parts of the system would typically
stay on idle when programs scheduled for execution require larger sets of connected
nodes than what is available. To perform process mapping, a model is created,
reflecting the subset of scattered nodes in the system on which the program is to be
executed. Together with the created model and a user supplied model of the parallel
program in question, an external programming library is used to retrieve a mapping
between the two models. The work is related to the research of the KTH depart-
ment PDC (Center for High Performance Computing) in supercomputing and its
involvement in the CRESTA project [9], where among other things highly scalable
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runtime systems are being researched.

For evaluation we use PDC’s Cray® XE6 supercomputer “Lindgren” (named
after the Swedish children’s author Astrid Lindgren). The system is used by scien-
tists that normally use between 1

100 and 1
10 of the system for each program execution

and these nodes seldom form a logical topology but instead a set of more or less
scattered nodes in the interconnection network that forms a 3D torus. The routing
protocol in the interconnect is dynamic to cope with partial failures in the system,
but unfortunately no routing information can be received from within running pro-
cesses in the system, so routing paths, and thus distance in terms of routing-hops,
between two nodes in the interconnect is unknown to the running program. This
becomes a big problem when modeling the system, as network distance is key in-
formation in decision making during process mapping. In many recent studies of
process mapping, the mapping is performed from an arbitrary source graph to a
target graph that forms a logical topology. This differs from our scenario as the
used system (being a subset of the supercomputer) does not form such a structure,
even though it exists in a logical topology. Examples are Bhatele et al. who study
process mapping on 2D and 3D mesh and tori [3] [7], Agarwal et al. who evaluate
mapping on to 2D and 3D tori [8] [4], and Ercal et al. who perform process mapping
on to hypercube interconnects [6].

In the well studied scenarios, some metric of network distance between compu-
tational cores are typically defined and known1. This work differs from most studies
about process mapping as the target system is spread out in a supercomputer and
a less accurate model in terms of network distance between computational units
can be used. To our knowledge, there has been no thorough study on implementing
process mapping in a similar scenario.

Our work results in the creation of a programming library that can be used both
by runtime systems, but also directly by developers to easily take usage from dy-
namic process mapping. This without needing to model or specify anything about
the reserved subset of the system. To model the system, two different methods are
evaluated. One that utilizes node positioning information to estimate distance, and
one that measures distance between all reserved nodes in real-time before program
execution. The biggest challenges in this study was to model subsets of the system
while coping with the lack of routing information in the interconnection network of
the cluster, which made any measure of computer-to-computer distance imprecise.
The task of implementing scalable but qualitative process mapping for large prob-
lems is also central in the study. From evaluation using a simulation program it is
shown that for a low cost (in the context), process mapping can reduce communica-

1Of course, in a non-isolated system where nodes route messages destined for other nodes by
other users applications, two nodes’ communication is most likely affected by external traffic, but
this is often neglected or the system is assumed to be isolated
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

tion and execution time in a simulation compared to random and iterative process
placement.

1.2 Goal
The primary goal of the study is to evaluate how dynamic process mapping can
be implemented on high performance computation clusters and more specifically
how the system can be modeled for the mapping. Using the programming library
SCOTCH [10] that implements recognized algorithms to compute mappings, the
main task consists of building a good model of the system and provide a simple
API to simplify software integration.
The goal of the work was defined by the following tasks:

1. Create good models of unstructured subsets of the system, without having
access to routing information

2. Implement dynamic process mapping using the created models with the help
of an external mapping library (SCOTCH)

3. Develop a modular library for runtime systems and developers, to make pro-
cess mapping easy.

The implicit goal is to reduce execution time for large distributed programs,
executed in the described (or similar) system. With increased locality of communi-
cation, not only the local program benefits from decreased execution time, but so
does all running programs sharing network paths with it.

1.3 Structure
The thesis is structured as follows: the next chapter gives an introduction to the ar-
eas of technology involved in the work. A more thorough description of the process
mapping problem is given along with possibilities of parallelism of process mapping
algorithms. An overview of the system used for evaluation is then given. Finally, it
discusses the study’s similarities and differences with existing work in the area.
Chapter three presents the study’s approach and implementation, along with moti-
vations of decisions taken.
Chapter four describes the benchmark program, a Molecular Dynamics particle sim-
ulation, used for evaluation before presenting the results of it. Following the results,
conclusions are drawn. The fifth and last chapter contains a summary of the study
and discusses directions for future work and research.
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Chapter 2

Background and Prerequisites

2.1 Graph partitioning

To introduce graph partitioning we need to define some necessary concepts. With
all definitions and explanations in place, graph partitioning and its role in the
study will be explained. The graph structure is a very important area in discrete
mathematics and computer science as it can model relations between objects in a
simple and standardized way. We start by defining the undirected graph structure.
The undirected property will be explained later but should not be left out from the
graph definition as it is an important property.

Definition 1. An undirected graph G=(V,E) consists of two sets V and E, where
every entry in E represents a two-way connection between two entries of V

Graphs are for humans usually easiest presented using circles and lines. That is
done by drawing a circle for each entry in V and drawing lines between the circles as
defined by the entries of E. A graph that consists of two vertices and one connected
edge would be defined by the sets V={0,1} E={{0,1}}, where the entries of V are
the labels of the vertices, and the only set {0,1} in E represents an edge between
the two circles using their labels as identifiers. The labels of vertices are arbitrary
and could just as good be characters as numbers.

Definition 2. A directed graph consists of two sets E and V, where every entry in
E represents a one-way connection between two entries of V

For directed graphs, the order of the vertex labels in every entity of E reflects
the direction an edge can be traversed. The edge set {a,b} limits direct traversal in
the graph between vertex a and b to only be possible when traversing from vertex a
to vertex b (assuming the edge set does not contain the entry {b,a}). For undirected
graphs, an edge {a,b} can be traversed in any of the two directions. When drawn
as an image, directed graphs’ edges are drawn as arrows rather than lines, pointing
in the direction of traversability.
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Figure 2.1: Four graphs with the same number of vertices: the first is undirected,
weighted and connected, the second is undirected, unweighted and connected, the
third is undirected, weighted and unconnected, and the fourth is directed, weighted
and connected.

Definition 3. A weighted graph contains two sets We and Wv, where We contains
integer weights associated with every edge andWv contains integer weights associated
with every vertex

For many graph models, there is a desire to associate edges and vertices with
weights or load to reflect differences between edges and vertices. In graph theory,
these weights are commonly restricted to be constant values. For graphs where
all values of We or Wv are the same, the set is usually excluded from the graph
specification and so a graph can contain one, two or no weight sets (and for the last
case it would be called unweighted).

Definition 4. A connected graph is a graph where there exist no vertex without at
least one edge associated with it.

In other words: for a connected graph, there exist no unconnected vertices.
Figure 2.1 illustrates four different graphs in the way humans usually perceive them
best: as drawings of lines and circles.

There are numerous problem formulations based on graph structures, one of
them being the graph partitioning problem which has a central role in this study.
Let’s start with the definition of graph partitioning.

Definition 5. Graph partitioning is the problem of dividing an undirected graph
into a number of disjoint sets, where (i) every set’s number of vertices is roughly
equal, and (ii) the number of inter-partition edges is minimized.

Formulated differently, the graph partitioning problem consists of dividing a
graph in to k parts, where each part have roughly the same number of vertices,
and the number of edges connecting different parts is minimized. The edge crossing
function that is sought to be minimized is often referred to as the edge-cut in
literature. Figure 2.2 shows two possible partitionings of a graph where the edge-
cut differs and thus one partitioning is preferred over the other. Note that there
is no requirement of connectivity in the graph; unconnected graphs are valid input
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2.2. SCHEDULING

Figure 2.2: Two partitionings of size four of the same graph. One with an edge-cut
of 6 (left) and one with an edge-cut of 10 (right). The left solution is according to
the partitioning definition the better of the two.

for a partitioning. The textbook problem often work with unweighted graphs, but
it is natural to extend the definition to cope with weighted graphs by balancing
the total vertex weight instead of number of vertices, and the inter-partition edge
weight sum instead of the number of inter-partition edges:

Definition 6. Graph partitioning of weighted graphs is the problem of dividing an
undirected, weighted graph into a number of disjoint sets, such that (i) every set’s
number of vertices is roughly equal, and (ii) the number of inter-partition edges is
minimized.

The graph partitioning problem can solve the problem of load balancing, to dis-
tribute load equally, in systems. For graph partitioning to be effective, the system
is required to consist of a number k subsystems of equal capacity and connectiv-
ity. To solve such a problem using graph partitioning, the work or program to be
executed would be modeled as a graph where vertices correspond to computation
and edges (if any) correspond to communication between computations. We will
see that this unfortunately is not possible for most large systems, but graph parti-
tioning still plays a very important role in load balancing and it is a prerequisite for
understanding more advanced load balancing concepts. The graph mapping prob-
lem that will be introduced, is an extension to the graph partitioning problem and
it is the problem formulation that is used to model the load balancing problem in
this study.

2.2 Scheduling
Models of parallel programs can be divided into two classes based on their tasks’
dependencies. There can be dependencies on order of execution or less specific
dependencies on communication. Figure 2.3 shows the two different models and
their difference. An example of a parallel program that can be modeled with a task

7
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interaction graph is one in which tasks consists of iterations of computation and
communication is performed with other tasks between iterations. An example of
a parallel program that can be modeled with a task precedence graph is a parallel
version of the Unix ’grep’ program, which looks for a pattern in a file, where the file
is split up to a set of equal-sized pieces and the pattern is searched for by parallel
processes and finally all findings are collected. As a task precedence graph gives
information about requirements in the order of task execution, it yields greater con-
straints on load balancing and thus makes it more complex, compared to a task
interaction graph.
For some programs, load balance of program execution is not very dependent on

P1 P2 

P3 

(a) A task interaction
graph

P1 

P4 

P5 

P3 
P2 

(b) A task precedence
graph

Figure 2.3: Two different task-dependency graphs. The task interaction graph (a)
describes a communication dependency between all three tasks, whereas the task
precedence graph (b) describes a required order of execution (e.g. process 3 cannot
be executed before process 1, and process 5 cannot be executed before process 2
and 4).

good task scheduling. Naturally, a program’s work flow highly affect the complexity
of the associated scheduling problem, meaning that there are few (or no) to many
constraints on process ordering with respect to time. There are programs which de-
signs’ have very constant relationship between tasks, yielding few or no requirements
on scheduling (e.g. there are no task dependencies, or inter-task communication is
synchronized in iterations). The focus of this study is on process mapping rather
than task scheduling, therefore the model of program used for evaluation has a one-
to-one mapping between processors and processes, and requires no scheduling for
execution.
This study focus on load balancing for parallel programs that can be modeled by a
task interaction graph. The work could however, be extended to load balancing for
parallel programs modeled with task precedence graphs.

8



2.3. GRAPH MAPPING

2.3 Graph mapping

2.3.1 Introduction to graph mapping
The graph mapping problem is an extension of the graph partitioning problem, in
which the vertices of the graph is not only partitioned with respect to vertex load
and edge-cuts, but also associated or mapped with vertices of another graph.

Definition 7. A mapping from a source graph S to a target graph T consists of
an association for every vertex in S with a vertex in T and for every edge in S a
loopless path in T.

One is not often interested in the paths in the target graph that are associated
with every edge in the source graph, but only the vertex association.
The problem formulation of which mappings are the solution to follows:

Definition 8. Graph mapping is the problem of associating vertices from a source
graph S to a target graph T such that (i) the associated load of the target graph’s
vertices is roughly equal and (ii) a defined cost function is minimized.

There are many possible cost functions, but typically it describes in some way
the distribution of edges or edge weights from the source graph to the edges of the
target graph. When assigning partitions of a graph to vertices of another graph,
the problem gets more complex, as the target graph’s design will have impact on
the partitioning of the source graph. Typically, weights are associated with the
vertices and edges of the target graph and reflects capacity or tolerance rather than
weight. This provides the partitioning with further constraints and calls even more
for heuristic algorithms for large problem sizes.

For a load-balanced distribution of a parallel program on to a set of k proces-
sors, a k-partitioning provides a good solution, assuming all processors have equal
capacity, performance and connectivity properties. This is however seldom the
case in larger systems as the number of connections and network interfaces in fully
connected networks grows exponentially with the number of nodes and so gets ex-
tremely expensive for large systems. As mentioned earlier, a graph can normally
reflect the dependencies of tasks within a parallel program. Fortunately, weighted
graphs can provide a fairly good model of computer clusters as well. Today, a large
systems’ interconnection network usually forms a logical topology such as a tree,
mesh, or torus. Figure 2.4 illustrates the three. With a graph modeling a computer
system, a graph mapping can be computed with respect to this system graph in
mind and yield a better solution with respect to communication distribution than
an ordinary k-partitioning.

The torus topology shown in figure 2.4 gives some interesting properties to graph
traversing in comparison with traversing meshes. Let us first define the concept of
the diameter of a graph, to formalize this difference:

9
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Figure 2.4: Three network topologies: tree, two dimensional mesh and two dimen-
sional torus. The torus is a transformed mesh that has additional cyclic connections
connecting the mesh’s end-vertices in every dimension.

Definition 9. A graph’s diameter is the maximum distance between any two of its
vertices

In other words, of the set of shortest paths between every two vertices in a graph,
the length of the longest of these paths sets the diameter. For a d-dimensional mesh,

the diameter is [11]:
d∑

i=1
ni − 1. In other words: In every dimension, the longest

possible path between two vertices is (ni − 1) where ni is the number of vertices in
dimension i. The formula giving the diameter of a d-dimensional torus is [11] [12]:

d∑
i=1
bni/2c. Compared to a mesh of the same degree, the cyclic property of the torus

reduces every dimensions diameter by half (rounded down to the closest integer).
So a three dimensional mesh with maximums 3x3x3 has a diameter of 6, and a torus
of the same size has a diameter of 3. The diameter of a target graph has a great
impact on process mappings as the length of the source graph’s edges’ associated
paths in the target graph can vary from zero to the size of the diameter. For a more
general perspective, a low diameter gives closer communication paths and faster
communication for parallel programs, which is always desired.

2.3.2 Graph partitioning and mapping methods

There is a large number of partitioning and mapping algorithms available and
new ones and modification of existing algorithms are presented every year. This
study relies on mapping performed by an external programming library, SCOTCH.
SCOTCH is very flexible when it comes to algorithm usage and utilizes so called
strategy-strings, that specify algorithms along with parameters, and how they are
to be used for the mapping. Each algorithm is treated as a “black box” and can
be serialized with other algorithms, applied under certain conditions or executed in
parallel with other algorithms to only use the best result yielded from them all. The
default strategy that is used unless specifying otherwise proved to be of very good
quality and was therefore chosen to be used in the study’s evaluation. It comprise

10
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of several algorithms, but the most important of these will be presented next.
The first algorithm we will introduce is referred to as recursive bi-partitioning and
is an algorithm widely used to solve partitioning problems. Together with the sec-
ond algorithm, dual recursive bi-partitioning a mapping is created. The Fidducia-
Matheyes algorithm refines existing mappings to the better by exchanging vertices
between partitions. Finally we will briefly mention some alternative algorithms and
make a comparison with them and the chosen algorithms. Recursive bi-partitioning
works by recursively partition a graph to two roughly equally loaded partitions
until some level of acceptance is achieved. There exist many algorithms for bi-
partitioning. For mesh structures, it can be done extremely fast geometrically by
introducing a dividing border and split the mesh along it. For graphs, “diffusion”
methods can be used, which partitions the graph starting with one chosen vertex
per partition and iteratively assigning neighbours to assigned vertices’ partitions,
until covering the graph. This introduces the possibility of “k-way partitionings”
or -mappings, where a mesh or graph is partitioned to more than two partitions
at a time. SCOTCH provides an implementation of a diffusion method for bi-
partitioning.
The dual recursive bi-partitioning algorithm is an algorithm that achieves mapping
by partitioning. It works by recursively bi-partition both the source graph and the
target graph, until the size of the target graph only contains one vertex, when it
maps the partitioned source graph to the remaining target vertex. As this is done
recursively, the result is a bi-partitioned source graph, along with two mapped parti-
tions of the target graph. This algorithm is the heart of SCOTCH’s graph mapping
functionality.
The Fidducia-Matheyes (FM) algorithm is a refinement algorithm that was devel-
oped from the Kernighan-Lin (KL) algorithm. The latter works by finding ex-
changes of vertices between existing partitions, that increase load balance. The
FM-algorithm tries to find better solutions by performing sequences of exchanges
where the KL-algorithm simply swaps one vertex at a time. This makes it possible
to find partitionings less alike the original partitioning. An implementation of the
FM-algorithm is available in SCOTCH and has a central role in SCOTCH’s default
strategy for graph mapping.

Rather than a graph partitioning or mapping algorithm, the multi-level method
is a strategy or scheme to solve mapping or partitioning by breaking down the prob-
lem and using algorithms for solving sub tasks. The method includes three different
sub tasks of which all must have one or more assigned algorithms for the method to
work. The sub tasks are: coarsening, the task of reducing a graphs size while main-
taining its characteristics as much as possible, initial graph mapping or partitioning
that provides a solution for a much simplified graph mapping/partitioning prob-
lem, and refinement that given a mapping tries to make it better by re-arranging it.
Figure 2.5 illustrates the procedure. The uncoarsening of a graph is not a compu-
tation but rather an inverted operation of its corresponding coarsening task. The
coarsening steps are done either a fixed number of times or, more usual, until the
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Figure 2.5: An illustration of the phases of the multilevel method
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Figure 2.6: An illustration of a mapping (the grey arrows) of a task interaction
graph (left) and a target graph in the shape of a 2D torus (right).

graph is reduced to some defined size of acceptance.

2.3.3 Process mapping by graph mapping

In this study we perform mapping of processes, or the sub tasks of a parallel pro-
gram, based on the program’s task interaction graph, by creating a target graph
that models an arbitrary partition of a computer cluster that has a 3D torus inter-
connection network, and applying graph mapping algorithms on the two. Figure
2.6 illustrates such a mapping on to a 2D torus. The only requirement of the source
graph is that it is undirected, whereas the target graph must be both connected
and undirected for the mapping to be possible. For this scenario, a graph parti-
tioning might provide an equal processing load for each processing unit, but the
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communication load will most likely differ a lot as distance between computation
nodes in the network will differ and suddenly a constant value of measured commu-
nication load yields different execution times depending on placement in the system.

There are two types of process mappers. A static process mapper calculates an
initial mapping for program execution, whereas a dynamic process mapper achieves
load balance also during execution of a program. This can be made by refinement of
existing mappings (exchanging tasks between processing units in a favorable way)
when the system pass some level of maldistribution, or it can of course be the case
that a new process mapping is calculated, in the middle of program execution. The
latter certainly is more expensive than the prior alternative, but as refinement al-
gorithms work from an existing solution and makes relatively small changes, they
work better the better the mapping already is.)

2.3.4 Level of parallelism

The amount of work in a mapping algorithm that can be performed in parallel dif-
fers greatly and should be thought through when choosing algorithms. Geometric
algorithms have a high degree of parallelism thanks to the coordinate information
of all nodes in the mesh or graph [13]. This provides the possibility of introducing
borders and distributing the separated areas. The KL/FM methods are heavily
sequential for every trial [13], however, there is the possibility of running trials in
parallel with slightly different settings and keeping the best result calculated. The
recursive bi-partitioning algorithm provides a natural possibility of parallelism at
every recursive call, by solving the two tasks of partitioning achieved during every
call in parallel. The multilevel-method has a strong sequential dependency during
coarsening and uncoarsening, but has possibilities of parallelism during the initial
mapping as the it can be created with any mapping algorithm.
Parallelism can also be achieved on a higher level, by dividing the mapping task to a
set of subtasks. A complex system of thousands of nodes can be clustered or aggre-
gated to a lesser set of nodes to first apply a mapping on. With this mapping, every
set of nodes can in parallel solve their internal mapping in parallel. This approach is
used in the implemented process mapping library, by first mapping tasks to compu-
tational nodes, and then as a second step mapping the mapped tasks for each node
to its computational cores in parallel. This way the problem size is greatly reduced,
and the second mapping step can be made by each node in parallel. Also, it provides
a way of simplifying the target graph used during the two stages of mapping, as the
system’s node external- and internal designs are considered independently.
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2.4 System architecture

2.4.1 Hardware
The work is specially focused on systems that have a 3D torus interconnect net-
work. For evaluation, such a system is used, namely KTH’s “Lindgren” [14], a 16
rack Cray XE6 supercomputer [15] [16]. As network topologies and CPU-design
properties differ a lot, so do the algorithms that optimize the efficiency of usage on
different systems (e.g., mapping algorithms for hyper cubes versus fat-trees), but
the implemented library works for similar systems. A brief specification of Lindgren:

• Network topology: Cray Gemini (3D Torus interconnect where each intercon-
nect node (routing interface) is shared by two computation nodes.)

• Rack cabinets: 16 (96 computation nodes / cabinet)

• Computation nodes: 1516

• CPUs: 3032 (2 CPU / computation node)

• Total number of computational cores: 36384 (12 cores / CPU)

• Caches: L1 64 KB instruction cache, L1 64 KB data cache, L2 512 KB, L3
2x6 MB (per processor).

• RAM: 32 GB DDR3 per node

CPU  

Node  

Gemini interconnect router 

NUMA-Node 

Core 

Figure 2.7: The hardware hierarchy in the system, ranging from computational
cores to Gemini-routers, displaying only the leftmost node of the tree’s levels

Lindgren has a NUMA (non-uniform memory access) CPU design which means
that memory is placed in the CPUs in such way that two cores may have different
access time to one memory slot, depending on their placement in the CPU; thus
the “non-uniform” in the name. Every core has its own level 1 and level 2 cache,
additionally, every 6 cores shares a level 3 cache (two per CPU). The primary rea-
son for having two separate level 3 caches is to avoid a situation where cores must
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wait for each other when writing to a memory block, as this operation requires
synchronization. The cores sharing the same level 3 cache are often referred to as
a NUMA-node, as they are closer to each other (as in shared memory space) in
relation to two cores of different NUMA-nodes in one CPU.

Even though the system contains 1516 nodes, it is unusual for one user to use the
whole system at the same time. For this purpose, the system provides a booking-
and queuing system for users where portions of the system can be requested for
specified time spans. The system is booked by nodes, and thus the minimum number
of cores for a booking is 241. When the requested number of nodes is available the
program is executed according to a user-defined job script which the user supplies
at time of booking. The portion of nodes supplied to a user is not necessarily
closely connected in the torus (as would be favorable for communication latencies
and mapping algorithms), as parts of the system would stay idle in a much higher
degree if this were the case. Due to this, it is important to know that even though
Lindgren’s network topology is a 3D Torus, a user rarely benefits fully from the
topology’s properties. A system API provides the possibility to get every node’s
location in the system, which is essential when building a model of the system for
the process mapping procedure, however, there’s no possibility today to get routing
paths in the network, which would help a lot when modeling distances in the system.

2.4.2 Network distance

With the system not offering routing paths to programs, the closest solution when
modeling distance between two nodes in the torus is to use the distance of the closest
path connecting the two. In Meshes, the mesh distance or Manhattan distance
defines the closest distance between two nodes. As there is no recognized 3D tori
counterpart, a definition is necessary:

Definition 10. The Torus Manhattan distance between two nodes in a torus is the
number that represent the least number of edges needed to be traversed to connect
the two.

Algorithm 1 shows how the Torus Manhattan distance is calculated, similarly
to its mesh counterpart.
The proof comes from the fact that a movement in one dimension does not affect
any other dimensions position and so the minimum distance that needs to be tra-
versed for that very dimension can only come from one of two paths. The algorithm
does just that; for every dimension, find the shortest path by using the dimensions
maximum and the cyclic property of tori, and sum the distances traversed in every
dimension.

1It is possible to book less cores per node, giving these fewer cores more memory. This can be
useful for memory-intensive applications.
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Algorithm 1 Algorithm for retrieving the Torus Manhattan distance between two
nodes n1 and n2
Require: Node n1, n2 /* The two nodes from which the distance is calculated.

Node.dim represents the nodes position in dimension dim */
Require: maxDim /* Contains the maximum coordinate value for every dimension
of the Torus */
distance ← 0
for all dim in dimensions do

if n1.dim > n2.dim then
distance += min(n1.dim - n2.dim, n2.dim + maxDim.dim - n1.dim)

else
distance += min(n2.dim - n1.dim, n1.dim + maxDim.dim - n2.dim)

end if
end for
return distance

(a) A 3D mesh (b) A 3D torus

Figure 2.8: Transitioning from 3D mesh (a) to 3D torus (b), greatly reducing the
graph diameter. In the mesh structure every node is connected to its neighbor-
nodes in every dimension. The 3D torus of the same dimensions has additional
edges linking together every dimension’s min- and max-vertex.
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Figure 2.9: Illustration of a three dimensional torus plotted using MATLAB®. With
the edges being the black lines, each intersection of edges represents a node and the
colored areas mark areas between edges.

2.5 Related work

There are numerous scientific papers and books published about graph partition-
ing for load balancing. There are not as many papers or books that cover graph
mapping and topology-aware load balancing, but the area is not unexplored. We
have not found any study similar to this one, but we present here a number of
studies that are related in terms of application. What differs this study from most
of these other studies is the neglected assumption of a structured target system.
One example of this is Bhatele’s work on topology-aware process mapping on IBM
BlueGene/P® and Cray XT supercomputers [3]. The study considers subsets of the
supercomputers that form complete tori and mesh-structures rather than scattered,
unstructured nodes, to be used as target systems. Also, no node-internal topology
was considered as both the systems were used in single or dual-core mode. This is
taken into account in this study where every network node in the interconnect form
a second internal topology, namely a tree. With non-uniform memory access time
for the cores, a node internal mapping can decrease time of execution of programs.
Bhatele shows the relevance of network distance in supercomputer interconnects
with respect to contention, even though wormhole-routing is used, which proves
the need for more advanced process mapping than pure computational load-based
mappings, for large-scale computing.

Agarwal et al. describe a topology-aware process mapper used for the Charm++
runtime system (which is under active development at time of writing) named
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TopoLB [4] [8]. They show the value of good mappings in mesh and tori net-
works in terms of decreased contention in favor of latencies, which for worm-hole
routed networks are a lesser concern. A two-step partition and mapping approach is
adapted where partitioning is not made with respect to the topology and the study
concerns the mapping method, where a heuristic algorithm is presented. Whilst
presenting promising results, the work is about developing an effective mapping al-
gorithm rather than optimizing usage of existing mapping algorithms on a specific
system setup, which this thesis is about. Furthermore, the internal design of the
computational nodes is not discussed and evaluated, this is taken into consideration
in this study.

McManus et al. present an implementation of topology-aware mapping using
Jostle to partition the source graph [18]. The implementation is applied to a system
which forms a mesh topology, but to model the system with respect to communi-
cation they measure communication latencies between every two set of processors
before program execution time and present their findings of non-uniformity in the
created target graph. By not using the mesh design, as is, for the target graph,
the method makes it possible to work with scattered nodes which we do in this
study. Process mapping is done by partitioning the source graph and after an ini-
tial distribution, swapping in parallel partitions between processors to get better
mappings. This partially resembles one of the approaches taken in this study with
respect to network modeling, but the studies have big differences with regard to
systems’ design and usage of partitioning and mapping libraries.

The BSA or “Bubble Scheduling and Allocation” is an interesting scheduling
and mapping algorithm that is topology-unaware [19]. It is a greedy algorithm that
starts with an initial process mapping of all tasks on to the processor which has the
most connections. Step by step, processes are distributed out the network with re-
spect to processor capacity and link capacity. It is an approach that can be suitable
for heavily heterogeneous scenarios such as commodity computing clusters, but for
structured systems where topology information can be used it is not likely to be as
suitable as algorithms where this information is used.

Ercal et al. applies recursive bipartitioning for mapping of tasks on to nodes
that form a hypercube [6]. With the hypercube topology not being used frequently
as interconnect in large-scale systems today (due to bad scaling properties), the
application of the study is not very similar to today’s work in the area. Still, the
study is relevant thanks to its evaluation of two-phase mappings (where partitioning
is done separately) in comparison to direct mappings. Like the other studies, no
node-local topology is considered and the system (interconnect as well as proces-
sors) is considered homogeneous.

F. Pellegrini does motivate the need of locality-aware process mapping both in
node-internal NUMA-architectures and in general heterogeneous systems, but focus
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on mesh and tori architectures when presenting algorithms and methodologies [5].
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Chapter 3

Implementation

3.1 Approach
The study was limited to creating system models, and integrating these models
with existing graph mapping tools to provide a complete process mapper, and so
there was a need to include existing functionality for the mathematical mapping
problem. One challenge was to find a suitable tool that provided the required func-
tionality as well as being able to integrate with the process mapper. There are a
number of programming libraries and software projects available today that imple-
ment some of the most popular graph algorithms for solving graph partitioning and
graph mapping. The choice of tool to be used was chosen based on the following
criteria: available documentation, integration capabilities and functionality. The
projects considered were:

• Chaco: An open source programming library for graph partitioning [20].

• JOSTLE: A software package for graph partitioning [21] [22], available as a
commercial product under the name FocusWare NetWorks MNO [23].

• METIS: An open source project that includes stand-alone programs and pro-
gramming libraries for graph partitioning and ordering [24] [25].

• Party: A software library and a stand-alone tool for graph partitioning [26]
[27].

• SCOTCH: An open source programming library that includes functionality
for graph partitioning, mapping and ordering [10].
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• Zoltan: An open source programming library that includes a set of tools for
parallel applications [28]. It includes functionality for (hyper)graph partition-
ing and data migration.

All of the above libraries use recognized partitioning algorithms, including varia-
tions of the multilevel method, and so they do not differ greatly with respect to the
problem-solving logic and performance [29] [30] [31]. It was found that SCOTCH
was the only software library that provided mapping functionality with respect to a
predefined target graph. For the other projects, that functionality would have had
to be added as graph partitioning is not sufficient for mapping in our scenario. Also
considered was the charm Charm++ project, which among other tools includes a
runtime system that performs topology-aware process mapping [32] [17]. However,
the project lacks documentation of the mapping functionality as the software is
not intended to be used with such a purpose. Rather, Charm++ aims to supply a
runtime system together with an extension to the C++ language that provides an
easy way of writing parallel software. For this reason, the Charm++ project was
not chosen as tool for mapping.

Being well documented, offering a fairly simple API and providing not only
graph partitioning, but also graph mapping, SCOTCH was chosen to be used to
implement process mapping. The choice of graph mapping (partitioning) library was
however of limited importance for the research in the study as it simply provides
the possibility of evaluating the models created, the developed software could with
little effort take usage of another mapping library. With the usage of SCOTCH,
the goal of the study is to create a process mapper that provides automatic system
modeling, process mapping and refinement features, with an easy-to-use interface.
The software is required to work with large high performance computing clusters
or supercomputers with 3D torus interconnection networks (possibly with multiple
computational nodes per routing node). To evaluate the result, we used the Cray
XE6 supercomputer “Lindgren” at PDC, KTH.

The work is divided in to two parts, system modeling and process mapping. In
the first part, methods for automatic modeling of subsets of a system is presented.
The second part describes the implementation of a process mapper using the created
models and SCOTCH.

3.2 Work and solutions
To use SCOTCH (or any other mapping software) and take advantage of its graph
mapping algorithms, the modeled system’s design must be defined to the library
together with a specification of the programs tasks. While the program specification
is defined by the user, the system topology specification is considerably harder
to define for the Lindgren system, and so the main part of this study involves
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Figure 3.1: The workflow of the library. First, information about the program and
the node core-layout of the booked system is retrieved by the user. Then, a model of
the system is created. The system offers node positioning data that can be utilized
for this. Depending on the modeling technique used, this data can be used.

research on that topic. To model a system, one needs to know about its hierarchical
design, from core to network, and capacities. For mapping problems, it is natural
to model the system as a connected graph where the nodes represent computational
cores and the edges represent communication links. The weights on the vertices
represents its computational power, while the weights on the edges the distance
(or weight of communication) between the two computational cores. To distinguish
systems based on their node bookings with respect to topology of the reserved nodes,
henceforth systems that reserve nodes that form a logical topology will be referred to
as “structured node booking systems” whereas systems that reserve scattered nodes
will be refereed to as “unstructured node booking systems”. This study implements
and evaluates process mapping on the latter kind of system. Figure 3.1 shows the
context of the library’s functionality and what is required for it to function.

3.2.1 Creating accurate architecture models

To model a subset of the system, information about it must be retrieved from the
system for the library to be general. For the Cray system, the PMI library provide
node positioning and topology information from within executing programs. At the
time of this study, Cray did not offer a way to retrieve routing paths in the network,
which complicates system modeling as routing is dynamic to cope with failures and
network congestion. This means that packages can take arbitrary paths to reach
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their destination in the network. If network routing information was available, it
would provide accurate information to model the topology of the reserved nodes
within the 3D torus.

Distance within a node is considered static as there is no dynamic routing deci-
sions or similar to be made. The distance between cores within a node is therefore
measured once and the data is used for all future simulations. Inter-node commu-
nication is more complicated, as we have no routing data and because of the shared
network resources, bandwidth and latency in the network may vary, so we need to
put greater effort into modeling it. From within programs running in the system,
we can obtain the following information about the interconnection network:

• The process’ computational node’s id.

• Coordinates (x, y, z) for every node id in the system.

• The size of every dimension in the network interconnect (x, y, z).

From this data, we can calculate the shortest path between any two nodes and
use it as a foundation for the system model. The information of the size of every
dimension in the system is required for this due to the cyclic connections of the torus.

To increase performance in long simulations where processes load vary it is ex-
pected that one or more re-makings of the process mapping is needed. The ultimate
scenario would of course be to have a runtime system that discovers when it is worth
to do it, and does so automatically. To make such a decision all available informa-
tion about the program and the system is of course valuable. When using use the
implemented process mapping library without a runtime system, users should con-
sider refining their mappings continuously at fix iterations, if not monitoring load
balance themselves. The following listing lists what will be collected by and needed
by the process mapper to make the mapping or remapping decision.

• Runtime measurements of core distances

1. Measurements of actual network latency

• System description

1. Network topology
2. Hardware topology (Core/NUMA/CPU/Node/Gemini-router hierarchy)
3. Network distances (metric based on latency measurements)
4. Number of cores available for the job

• Program description
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1. Relative cost of the program’s communicational effort (message sizes *
amount) in comparison to the computational effort (both measured in
time)

2. List of tasks and their communicational dependencies

• Program measurements taken during runtime

1. Relative cost of the program’s communicational effort in comparison to
the computational effort

2. Measurements of network distances

Indeed, the information used is but a portion of the information available. When
creating a model of a real entity, even though the idea of the model is to simplify
reality, reasoning must always be made when disregarding something. Table 3.2
presents reasons for omitting available information in the model.

Algorithms 2 and 3 provide a simple benchmark for distance between different
computational cores. They start by synchronizing the processes using blocking send
and receives. When both processes are synchronized, a clock can be started and
stopped after a given set of messages has been bounced back and forth. The reason
for sending multiple messages is because the wall-time of the system will most likely
not be fast enough to tick between two messages as the network is so fast.

Algorithm 2 Algorithm for estimating network distance: Initiating part
Require: Process tester . The process with which the test will be performed
Require: num_iterations . Number of messages to send
num_sent_messages← 0
buffer ← {}
Send_message(tester, buffer)
Receive_message(tester, buffer)

. Processes are synchronized
start_time← Wall_time()
while num_sent_messages < num_iterations do

Send_message(tester, buffer)
Receive_message(tester, buffer)
num_sent_messages+ +

end while
return Wall_time() - start_time

We propose two methods to estimate distance between computational units in
the target architecture, which are used to build a model of it. Both are based on
measurements, utilizing algorithm 2 and 3 to time messages sent back and forth
between two processes. The first method performs measurements between a small
set of nodes in the system, and uses the achieved results for all future models
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Information Motivation
Computational effort of cores Homogeneous cores are assumed with re-

spect to clock frequencies and local caches,
thus we can rely on load balancing based
on tasks costs.

CPU Cache- and RAM size Homogeneous cores are assumed with re-
spect to cache- and RAM size. Informa-
tion should rather be considered when de-
ciding granularity of tasks than mappings
of defined tasks.

Network bandwidth The mapping problem requires static
weights on the target graph’s edges. Ide-
ally, a cost function based on latency and
bandwidth would describe target graph
edges, but due to such a function being
based on message length (which is source
graph information), we cannot use it. La-
tency is chosen over bandwidth as a metric
of distance due to data sent (in this area
of simulation) is considered small.

Network routing information Cray XE6 systems have a dynamic routing
protocol within the Gemini-interconnect.
There is unfortunately no way of obtain-
ing routing paths from the system to-
day, so distance (or routing hops) in the
network between two nodes is unknown.
In this study, the Manhattan distance
(which gives the lowest possible number
of routing-hops) is presumed by one mea-
surement algorithm.

Figure 3.2: A list of relevant information that is disregarded in the model
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Algorithm 3 Algorithm for estimating network distance: Responding part
Require: tester . The process from which the test is initialized
Require: num_iterations . Number of messages to be responded to
num_sent_messages← 0
buffer ← {}

Receive_message(tester, buffer)
Send_message(tester, buffer)

. Processes are synchronized
while num_responded_messages < num_iterations do

Receive_message(tester, buffer)
Send_message(tester, buffer)
num_responded_messages+ +

end while
return

without the need of performing measurements again. The second approach makes
measurements during runtime of every program execution with the cost of longer
execution time.

Method 1: Assuming Manhattan distance

By performing a set of measurements from one core to a number of cores on other
unique nodes and obtaining their positions in the network, we get data to approxi-
mate the Torus Manhattan distance (henceforth simply referred to as the Manhattan
distance). The over-determined equational system representing these measurements
(utilizing at least four nodes) is then solved with linear regression, using the least
squares method to find suitable values for a first degree polynomial f(x) = ax+ b,
where a is the cost of sending a message one hop in the network, x is the number of
hops, b the fix cost of inter-node communication and f(x) the distance for the num-
ber of routing hops. As two nodes share Gemini router and so the position in the
network, x ≥ 0. By saving this two-variable data, an estimation of distance can be
determined between any two nodes in the system, based on prior measurements and
the assumption of a fully functional system with shortest possible routing paths.
With the usage of algorithm 2 and 3, measurements were made on the system to
find an approximation to this figural value. The communication channels measured
were between: (i) cores within a NUMA-node, (ii) cores within the same CPU but
not the same NUMA-node, (iii) cores within the same node but different CPUs, (iv)
cores within the same router but not the same node, and (v) cores within different
nodes and different routers, x routing hops away from each other. The results are
presented in table 3.1 and are based on measurement data that can be found in
appendix A. They show the small cost, relatively speaking, of an extra network
hop. Also, the data gives a picture of the relation between inter- & intra-node
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Core setup Time in ms
Intra-NUMA 11.1
Inter-NUMA 14.4
Inter-CPU 14.5
Inter-Node 26.9
Routing hop 2.4

Table 3.1: Initial time measurements between cores of different distance in the
system with 10 000 send/receives per test. The routing hop time reflects the time
added to the inter-node cost for each extra routing hop away the other core is.
The routing hop cost was determined by performing the least square method over
measurements of multiple spread out nodes with different routing hops.

communication cost, which is of great importance in this application as the level of
distribution is key to reduced execution time. For both methods presented, we use
this very model to determine the relative intra-node communication costs, but they
differ with their methods of estimating inter-node communication costs.

This method’s strength lies within its utilization of network information. This
is also the methods primary weakness, as it assumes information that might be
misleading. Furthermore, it relies on constant network load for the measurement
data to be accurate. The latter can be avoided by always starting program execution
with measurements before applying the Manhattan distance, this will provide more
up-to-date distances, but will not guarantee correct routing-hop counts. Figure
3.3 and figure 3.4 show the results of two sets of measurements that concretize
the uncertainty of the Manhattan distance assumption. In the first scenario the
system is healthy, and in the second one cabinet is offline. To get a good picture
of what these tests actually show, one should considered a couple of things. The
most important thing is that the tests were only performed using packets of 8 bytes
of payload. To get a better view of “distance”, bandwidth, or varying packet sizes
would be necessary in the equation. Furthermore, the routing hop measurements
deviated between measurements as a result of external communication in the system.
It is also a great uncertainty that the assumed hop-count in fact is the real hop-
count traversed by the packages and so the deviation in time for a single hop count
should be interpreted as misplaced on the x-axis rather than deviation in time for
a specific distance. One could argue that system users should be aware of such
a critical system status and so this is not a problem, but it is not uncommon for
users to schedule jobs to be executed in future, and today’s systems should not be
unusable due to partial failures.
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Figure 3.3: A Manhattan distance measurement with 100 nodes and the system
being fully operational with no offline nodes. The sample standard deviance σ,
from the least squares fittings is 270.

Method 2: All-to-all measurements

The second approach is to make up-to-date measurements between every two nodes
at run time before creating the mapping. This is expected to cope better with offline
nodes and adapt better to external traffic load in the network. With this method,
the interconnect topology is disregarded and a diagonal-less triangular matrix is
filled with measurement data, representing the distance between every two nodes in
the reserved subset of the system. The matrix is triangular as we assume two-way
equality in distance, and diagonal-less as the diagonal would reflect distance from a
node to itself. To fill this matrix with data by measuring all distances sequentially
takes (N−1)2

2 units of time, where N is the time taken to perform a measurement
between two nodes. By allowing measurements to be done i parallel, limiting every
node to only participate in at most one measurement at a time, we can reduce this
time to be proportional to N . This comes with the risk of causing congestion on
shared links and thus yielding misleading distances as results, but we choose this
over quadratic time complexity or making assumptions of routing paths (to be able
to isolate parallel measurements), which we do not wish to do. The upper-bound of
the least number of parallel measurements required to fill the matrix, is found from
the premise that for every diagonal to be filled in the matrix, no index (representing
a row or column) occurs more than twice. For the worst case, this means that
distance measurements must be made in two steps to complete the diagonal, as one
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Figure 3.4: A manhattan distance measurement with 100 nodes and the system
having one out of sixteen cabinets offline. The sample standard deviance σ, from the
least squares fittings is 1766, showing the correlation between accuracy of assumed
distance and the “health” of the system.

process can only participate in one measurement at a time. From this we have that
the number of measurement iterations required is limited by 2× (N − 1), or in big
O notation: O(N). Following the diagonals in the matrix, figure 3.5 shows how the
algorithm is applied for four nodes. The matrix is gradually filled with one or two
iterations per diagonal.

The downside to this method as oppose to the Manhattan distance method is
its execution time. It requires measurements to be made for every program exe-
cution, and no prior measurement data can be used. Also, it does not utilize any
information of the systems network interconnect at all, which makes it robust and
portable, but at the same time sets aside data that could be utilized for its purpose.

3.2.2 Implementation of dynamic process mapping

Process mapping can be done in one or several steps. For this particular scenario,
a single step would mean that all cores in the reserved systems are mapped to pro-
cesses directly. However, process mapping can also be solved in two or more steps,
by for example first mapping processes to nodes, and then let every node compute
a local mapping. Comparing the two approaches, the parallel overhead gotten from
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Figure 3.5: A step-by-step illustration of how a distance matrix is filled. An ’X’
denotes a value that does not need to be calculated. Letters ’A’-’D’ shows in which
iteration the value is calculated, based on measurements between the nodes with
corresponding indices to the column and row numbers.
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the communication and synchronization in the parallel approach must be put in to
relation with the gain of parallelization. With the kind of system this study eval-
uates process mapping on, a single mapping on to all computational cores would
yield some design difficulties of the target architecture, as the system consist of two
topologies: one of the network and one of every computational node. The network
topology forms a 3D torus while the computational node forms a tree. If we were to
perform one mapping directly on to the cores of multiple computational nodes, we
would require the target graph to model both of these topologies in the same graph.
As will be explained, SCOTCH provides no way of combining two or more topolo-
gies, so we would then have to either skip the local topology of the node and just
map processes to nodes, or create a complete graph with distances that reflect both
topologies. The edge count of a complete graph grows with the square of the number
of cores which is highly undesirable. For example, a complete graph representing
a system with 50 nodes and 1200 cores would have 1438800 edges. In addition to
the high number of edges, all the edges must be assigned appropriate weights and
algorithms are likely to work with greater numbers of edges when traversing the
graph. To cope with this problem, we choose to divide the mapping problem on to
steps. First, mapping is performed on to nodes, and afterwards to cores. This sim-
plifies the model but could possibly exclude good solutions to the problem. Having
realized that we are to use heuristic algorithms as the solution space is too big to
find the optimal solution, we accept this consequence. Another benefit this solution
gives is that the second mapping problem (namely node-internal mapping) can be
parallelized.

SCOTCH uses a set of file formats which differs in many ways. Graph files, that
are to be mapped to a target graph, contains a list of vertices and for every vertex,
a list of connected vertices (i.e. edges) are listed. It is possible to define weights of
both vertices and edges, and also to label vertices if necessary. There are five meth-
ods to define hardware topologies to SCOTCH: (i) Using built-in support for a set
of homogeneous architectures which are supported, by simply passing them as pa-
rameters to the functions of SCOTCH, (ii) Using included executables to generate
architecture-files representing logical topologies which is supported by SCOTCH,
(iii) using built-in tools to generate graph files representing logical topologies and
then converting them to architecture files using a built-in tool, (iv) manually defining
graph files representing the hardware topology before converting them to architec-
ture files using a converter tool, (v) defining the architecture directly by defining
its decomposition matrix (showing distances between every node in the graph) as
well as a recursive bi-partitioning of the graph, defining how it is bi-partitioned
recursively until each leaf contains one node. SCOTCH also contains a feature for
using subsets of a logical topology as a target graph. By defining a vertex-list of
vertices to be included in the target graph, a single source graph can represent the
full system and be used for mappings on different subsets of it. (i) and (ii) are
ideal when doing mappings on a logical topology that is supported by SCOTCH
as they are fast and easy to use. Where (ii) produces an architecture file, (i) does
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not. This gives the possibility of using evaluating tools to compare mappings in
an easy way. (iii) supports more topologies than (ii) but requires one extra step of
transformation to get the architecture file. (iv) Gives the possibility of defining any
hardware-topology but letting SCOTCH decide the recursive bi-partitioning, where
(v) does not.

In this study, (i) and (ii) can be excluded due to the requirement of multiple
computational nodes per interconnection node. A homogeneous torus model gives
a distance of two hops twice the cost of a distance of one hop, which will be a bad
model of our system. (iii) suffers from the same problem with distance, but with
twice the capacity of vertices representing a shared router of two computational
nodes it can cope with the model requirement of having two or more computational
nodes per target model vertex. (iv) and (v) can model any graph topology so they
are both fit for the job. The vertex-list functionality would not model the inter-
connect well with a two-edge path having double the weight of one. As SCOTCH
includes well tested bi-partitioning algorithms, the decision was taken to use method
(iv) and create a complete graph to represent the target system. A complete graph
is not desirable, but with the limitations of the topology graphs available, we see
no other option. For system’s of Lindgren’s size where users normally use at most
1/10 of the system, such a complete graph would contain about 150 vertices and
11500 edges.

When node mapping is completed, a built-in tree topology model in SCOTCH
is used to model the computational node and perform process mapping on to com-
putational cores. This topology model provides the functionality we need: variable
number of tree levels, individual costs for each tree level and variable number of
leafs per tree level. Figure 3.6 shows the process of dividing the task graph and
distributing each node-mapped partition to every node leader for node-local map-
pings. The result is compiled to a final mapping. The same process is shown in
figure 3.7 as a sequence diagram.

Algorithm 4 presents the implemented solution to the mapping problem, where
mapping is done in two stages. The algorithm proposes two executing roles: the
process performing node mappings, and the processes performing node local map-
pings (one per node). Further distribution of tasks is certainly possible, and this
design is not a required by the approach.

Algorithm 5 is the algorithm implemented for refinements of existing mappings,
and uses the same approach as algorithm 4 for parallelization and distribution of
tasks. With every mapping created being based on the target system that consist
of two topologies, we cannot use SCOTCH to refine mappings as is, because the
target graph is needed together with the mapping for this. Because of this problem
of formulating the target graph to SCOTCH, we refine the mapping in two steps.
This makes refinements more costly, but arguably with better results. However, this
is not and could not be shown. Another slightly lighter, but still relevant approach
would be to perform refinement locally in the node. This would be much quicker
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Figure 3.6: The order of mappings where the responsibility of each step is assigned
according to the bottom row. Tasks, illustrated as circles, are mapped to nodes,
illustrated as boxes (circle color denotes node assignment). After which each node
individually maps its assigned tasks to cores. Finally, all node-local mappings are
compiled to a global mapping and distributed to all processes.

Master	   Node	  leader	   All	  processes	  

getNodeLocalMapping() 

Node-local mapping 
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Figure 3.7: A sequence diagram of the mapping process. The master process op-
erating the procedure, gets node local mappings from the node leaders, providing
them with a node mapping. The node local mappings are then collected, compiled
to a complete mapping and distributed to all processes.
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Algorithm 4 Two-stage process mapping algorithm, executed by all participating
processes to produce and receive process mappings
Require: sys_model . Model of the computational nodes and their connections
Require: node_model . Model of the computational cores within a

computational node and their connections
Require: prog_model . Model of the program’s subtasks and their dependencies

between each other
Require: pid . A unique process id (≥ 0), supplied by MPI
Require: num_pids_per_node . The total number of processes (cores) per
computational node

if pid = 0 then
node_mapping ← Process_map(sys_model, prog_model)
Broadcast node_mapping to all node leaders

end if
is_nodeleader ← pid% num_pids_per_node = 0
if is_nodeleader then

Receive node_mapping from pid 0
assigned_prog_subset← The subset of prog_model which is mapped to the

local node in node_mapping
node_local_mapping ← Process_map(local_model,

assigned_prog_subset)
Send node_local_mapping to pid 0

end if
if pid = 0 then

Gather node_local_mappings from node leaders
final_mapping ← Compile node local mappings
Broadcast final_mapping to all pids

else
Receive final_mapping from pid 0

end if
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as it would not require inter-node communication and synchronizing, but the node
level load balance would not be increased.

Algorithm 5 Two-stage process mapping refinement algorithm, executed by all
participating processes to produce and receive process mappings
Require: sys_model . Model of the computational nodes and their connections
Require: node_model . Model of the computational cores within a

computational node and their connections
Require: prog_model . Model of the program’s subtasks and their dependencies

between each other
Require: old_mapping . Prior mapping to be refined
Require: pid . A unique process id (≥ 0), supplied by MPI
Require: num_pids_per_node . The total number of processes (cores) per

computational node

if pid = 0 then
prior_node_mapping ← Node mapping of old_mapping
refined_node_mapping ← Process_map_refine(prior_node_mapping,

sys_model, prog_model)
Broadcast refined_node_mapping to all node leaders

end if
is_nodeleader ← pid% num_pids_per_node = 0
if is_nodeleader then

Receive refined_node_mapping from pid 0
assigned_prog_subset← The subset of prog_model which is mapped to the

local node in refined_node_mapping
node_local_mapping ← Process_map(local_model,

assigned_prog_subset)
Send node_local_mapping to pid 0

end if
if pid = 0 then

Gather node_local_mappings from node leaders
final_mapping ← Compile node local mappings
Broadcast final_mapping to all pids

else
Receive final_mapping from pid 0

end if

3.2.3 Implementation of a modular framework

The process mapping functionality and system modeling methods were unified in a
C library to offer a simple service of process mapping with the only requirement of a
model of the program to be mapped. As the library is intended not only for runtime
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Function name Description
proc_map Performs process mapping, given a source

and target graph
proc_map_refine Performs refinement of an existing map-

ping
measure_intranode_distance Performs distance measurements within a

node
measure_manhattan_distance Performs distance measurements and

makes a least square fitting to retrieve a
fix and hop-cost for inter node communi-
cation

gen_target_manhattan Generates a Manhattan target graph from
earlier measurements

gen_target_all_to_all Performs all-to-all distance measurements
and creates a target graph from the results

gen_target_local Generates a node-local target graph given
the core layout and core distances of the
system

Figure 3.8: The main functions of the library API

systems, but also for users directly, it was designed with simplicity and ease of use
in mind. Table 3.8 shows the API:s main functions available today. Additionally,
the library contains functions for allocation and freeing of memory for the data
structures. The way the library is designed allows users to use earlier measurement
data for the system modeling, and the methods used for the system modeling can
be changed simply by changing a single function call. The library is built on top
of MPI and requires (except for vendor specific node positioning retrieval) only an
MPI implementation and SCOTCH to work.
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Chapter 4

Results

For evaluation, a benchmark program was used to compare execution time for the
different approaches for process mapping. The benchmark program is presented
next, after which the results of the evaluation are presented.

4.1 Benchmark program

To evaluate the methods suggested in the study, a benchmark program was used in a
set of scenarios together with the process mapping approaches suggested. The pro-
gram is an implementation of Molecular Dynamics, presented in among others the
book “Numerical Simulation in Molecular Dynamics” by Griebel et al. [33]. Molec-
ular Dynamics (henceforth referred to as MD) is a numerical simulation method
for particle simulation that is widely used today for different kinds of simulations
and have successfully simulated interaction between billions of particles [34]. The
method simulates a set of particles’ (which can be anything from an atom to an
astronomical object) force interaction during discretized time, under the affection
by Newton’s law rather than Schrödinger’s equation [35]. With discrete time, sim-
ulation is made step-by-step (the smaller step the more accurate simulation) by
recalculating every particles force with respect to surrounding particles’ affecting
force and from that calculate its new velocity vector and its position in the next
time-step.

As force decrease by distance, it is normal to neglect force impact between parti-
cles that are distant enough not to affect each other more than some fixed negligible
value. This distance is referred to as the “cutoff radius”. Figure 4.1 illustrates this
simplification. With this simplification, less information is needed when recalcu-
lating the force affecting each particle and hence the execution time is drastically
reduced in large simulations (with minimal to no impact on the result, assuming
a responsibly picked distance for force neglection). Using this method to reduce
boundaries and complexity is a key-step to increase possibilities of parallelization,
as a large number of particles no longer have impact on each other during every
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rcut 

Figure 4.1: An illustration of force impact. The cutoff radius, denoted rcut defines
the area of force interaction; the black particles does not have any force impact on
each other, whereas the white particle has mutual force impact with both of the
black particles.

moment in time of simulation. We parallelize the simulation by having split and
distributed the universe to a set of processes, executing the simulation in parallel.
The method used for doing this is called the linked-cell method. It works by divid-
ing the simulation universe to equally sized subdomains (a grid in a 2D universe)
keeping the length of the subdomains’ sides greater or at least equal to the cutoff
radius. This way, a subdomain’s simulation is only dependent on its own particles
and its adjacent subdomains’ particles. For big simulations, this is preferable to a
single simulation universe as the number of particles required to traverse in each
simulation step equals the square of the amount of particles N1 in the single-space
simulation. Naturally, this is a great step to parallelize the simulation, as subdo-
main simulation can be distributed to processing units as long as the processes can
exchange particle data. In this version of molecular dynamics, borders of the uni-
verse simulated are cyclic, meaning that a particle leaving the universe on one side
is introduced on its other side. The same goes for force, and so particles on one side
of the space affects particles on the other side of every dimension. These properties
are illustrated in figure 4.2 and results in an unchanged number of particles in the
simulation. Due to the cyclic property of the universe, the sub domains’ dependen-
cies form a cyclic mesh in two dimensions.

The program loop works by iteratively recalculate local particle movements and
exchange particle data with surrounding subdomain’s assigned processes. As pro-
cesses are assigned subdomains and not particles, a particle leaving a subdomain to
enter another results in change of process simulating the particle. Figure 4.3 illus-
trates the iteration loop that processes execute during every time step of simulation.
To use this MD program as a benchmark program, some extensions were added to
it. For process mapping purposes, the processes needed to be supplied with subdo-
main assignments. However, the program was built to simulate one subdomain per

1All particle positions needs to be compared to each other to find out if their force affect each
other.
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(a) The force field (grey) of particle P,
affecting all particles marked X.

P P 

(b) The particle P is reintroduced
(dashed) when leaving the space of the
simulation.

Figure 4.2: The two properties of the cyclic simulation space. Cyclic force intro-
duction (a), and cyclic particle introduction (b).

process, meaning there was a requirement of a one-to-one relation between compu-
tational units and subdomains. For this reason, computational load was neglected
when calculating load balance as every processing unit only would be assigned one
process and so load balancing with respect to computational load was not possible
with this design of the benchmark program. This requirement was specific for this
MD implementation and the design of MD and the linked-cell method does not limit
its implementations to this. In addition to the support for subdomain assignments,
the program was extended with timing functionality to retrieve time spent on com-
munication between processes (as a metric for communicational load and input to
the process mapper), and to retrieve running times for the evaluation.

The simulation scenario (two-dimensional) is illustrated in figure 4.4. A set of
closely coupled particles moves down in a constant motion before colliding with a
stationary set of particles, when the movement of particles becomes more and more
distributed and unpredictable. The number of dimensions are two, and the total
number of particles is 8000 and remains so during the whole simulation with the
universe being cyclic.

4.2 Evaluation

To evaluate the process mapper and the methods for system modeling, we used
the presented MD benchmark program, performing particle simulation in a two
dimensional universe. The default configuration for SCOTCH’s mapping function
was used. It is a large set of algorithms combined, complete with settings and it
has been revised many times by the author between library versions and yielded
acceptable results, why it was used for all tests in the evaluation. The configuration
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Exchange	  par,cle	  
posi,ons	  with	  
surrounding	  
subdomains’	  

assigned	  processes	  

Perform	  force	  
recalcula,on	  and	  
calculate	  new	  

posi,ons	  for	  all	  local	  
par,cles	  

(a) The simulation loop, executed by every
process for every time step of simulation.

Calculate	  F	  

Calculate	  V	  

Calculate	  new	  
posi1on	  (x,y,z)	  

(b) The task of updating particle positioning.
To calculate a particle’s force F, all affecting
forces must be known.

Figure 4.3: The main program loop (a) that is executed by every process, and the
method of calculating particle movement (b) that is applied to every particle in
every iteration, in the second step of (a)

Figure 4.4: The simulation scenario used for the evaluation of the process mapping
methods.
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includes among others the dual recursive bi-partitioning algorithm, the Multilevel
method and the Fidducia-Matheyes algorithm.
The execution time of simulation iterations in the benchmark program are com-
pared when process distribution is made with the two introduced methods, itera-
tive placement (matching subdomain number with sub task number), and random
distribution of processes to processors. Whilst the iterative and random mappings
stay permanent throughout simulation, the proposed methods offer refinement pos-
sibilities. 10000 simulation iterations are performed at a time, with the last itera-
tion logging the time taken for the simulation (including both communication and
computation). After every such interval, the particle data is sent to the process
mapper as basis for process mapping decision. When the process mapper have cre-
ated a mapping, the next 10000 simulation iterations are repeated together with a
remapping, repeating this to a total of 20 intervals. The first 10000 iterations are
performed with a mapping that is assigned without usage of the process mapper,
by assigning process unit number with corresponding subdomain number (as done
in the iterative method). As the study targets unstructured node booking systems,
the tests are performed in such a scenario, where 3 to 16 computational nodes that
do not form a logical topology within the system are used. Five different problem
sizes of 64, 100, 144, 225 and 361 sub domains are tested, using 3, 5, 6, 10, and
16 computational nodes respectively. In four of the problem sizes (64, 100, 225,
361) the number of cores does not match the number of sub tasks as this requires
the subdomain size to be divisible by 24 (the number of cores per node). This
means at least one booked computational node will have unused cores, giving the
two proposed methods some room for optimization comparing to the iterative and
random mapping methods. The nature of the system makes the outcome of the
simulation performance dependent on not only the computational nodes’ internal
load and the operating system scheduling, but also on the network load, as external
network traffic affect network performance. To reduce errors in the evaluation data,
the simulation is run five times for every process mapping method and each problem
size, keeping the minimum maximum2 running time of the five for each individual
simulation interval, for comparison. The reason for this value as metric is because
the simulation iterations are synchronized, iteration n+ 1 starts when iteration n is
complete for all processes. With the process taking the longest time for any iteration
being the limit for how fast the simulation can proceed, its time of execution gives
the total time of simulation of that very iteration. The minimum of the five sam-
ples is chosen to minimize external impact on the evaluation data. We argue that
for example a median or average value is of little interest because of this very reason.

The results plotted for the different problem sizes follow, comparing time taken
for the first iteration of every interval, for all four methods. Figure 4.5 shows the
results for problem size 64, figure 4.6 for problem size 100, figure 4.7 for problem
size 144, figure 4.8 for problem size 225, and figure 4.9 for problem size 361. The

2The minimum maximum being the lowest of the five maximum values of every process
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Figure 4.5: Simulation performed with 64 subdomains.

figures shows clearly the advantage of using non-random mapping techniques and
also the close level of optimization achieved from the remaining three methods. As
can be seen in figure4.8 and figure 4.9, data is missing for multiple intervals. The
cause of this was SCOTCH giving mappings that was not of a strictly one-to-one
ratio between nodes of the source graph and the target graph at the first stage of
mapping (mapping processes to computational nodes), resulting in mappings where
one computational unit was assigned two processes. As the benchmark program
required a one-to-one mapping of processes to processing units, these intervals could
not be simulated. We tried to avoid this by modifying the mapping configuration,
but without success. The work to correct this falls out of the scope of this thesis as
it does not prevent relevant conclusions to be drawn. This is something that must
be solved if a scenario such as this is to be used with the process mapper.

Shown in figure 4.10 is the total simulation time for all methods and problem
sizes. For the iterations where the All-to-all method or the Manhattan method did
not provide valid mappings, the simulation results for all methods were ignored in
order to get comparable results. The quality of the iterative mappings turned out
to be really good, providing the best results for problem sizes 100, 144 and 225. The
explanation has to do with the exploited locality of subdomains. A subdomain’s
simulation time depends on network distance to surrounding subdomains and at
least one (and possibly all) of a subdomain’s surrounding subdomains is assigned
to the same computational node with the iterative method. It is however expected
that the greater the network diameter, the more efficient the algorithm based meth-
ods are. This as decisions can be taken, to for example assert that two specific
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Figure 4.6: Simulation performed with 100 subdomains.

Figure 4.7: Simulation performed with 144 subdomains.
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Figure 4.8: Simulation performed with 225 subdomains.

Figure 4.9: Simulation performed with 361 subdomains.
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Figure 4.10: The summed time of execution for the first simulation iteration of every
interval, showing the difference in total of optimization achieved. For problem sizes
225 and 361 the iterations that failed for any of the algorithms were not counted
for any method.

nodes being considerably far away from each other, do not get assigned adjacent
subdomains. Also, if a simulation software which maps multiple subdomains to one
computational unit is used and/or if computational effort as an addition to com-
municational time would be added, mapping decisions could be made with these
methods that the Iterative method cannot provide. One such example is the pos-
sibility to assign all subdomains to one computational node as the distribution of
computational effort is not worth the introduced time of external communication.
The Manhattan and All-to-all methods follow a similar pattern in these executions,
this being in favor of the Manhattan method (assuming a healthy system is used) as
it scales better and is more flexible. The All-to-all method is considerably “fragile”
at the time of model creation: should the network used be under heavy load dur-
ing this time, the model will not be of good quality after this load has decreased,
causing the model to be temporary rather than accurate for the following interval.

The time taken for model creation is shown in figure 4.11. The time to create
the models does not differ notably, but the increasing cost of target-graph creation
for the All-to-all method is clear in comparison with with the constant time for the
Manhattan method. For this scenario, the cost of creating the models are negligible,
but for the All-to-all method, the time of creating the model might not be justifiable
for much bigger simulations with this implementation.
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Figure 4.11: Time taken for model creation with the two different methods

4.3 Conclusions

In this study we have presented a way to implement process mapping on to scat-
tered computational nodes in a supercomputer where routing paths in the system’s
network interconnect are unknown. We showed that a great reduction of simulation
time can be achieved with non-random process mappings, and that for scenarios
like the one used in the study, an iterative process placement can give surprisingly
good results.
It is expected that with considerations of computational effort and many-to-one
mapping possibilities, the algorithmic methods will yield even better mappings to
an affordable cost, this was however not shown by this evaluation.
During a large part of this simulation, multiple processes were assigned empty sub-
domains and in some cases empty adjacent subdomains, only to be idling during
iterations. The cost of the algorithms should certainly be put into relation to the
gain in reduced communication time. For algorithmic process mapping to scale,
a model of the system cannot be created with a fully connected graph, as such a
system’s graph size increase proportional to N2. An alternative, and more scalable
approach would be to detect clusters of nodes within the system and measure dis-
tance between, and inside, clusters.
Comparing with the Manhattan method, for systems where dynamic routing proto-
cols are used and routing paths are not available, the All-to-all method, or similar,
might still be the better option if the system is under heavy load or not fully oper-
ational.
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With requirements of the mappers solutions (one-to-one mappings between cores
and processes), comes requirements on the underlying mapping library, which we
did not succeed in fulfilling; no mapping strategies were found that could guarantee
a one-to-one mapping.
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Summary and future work

5.1 Summary

Process mapping is the task of achieving load balancing in parallel programs while
placing program tasks in such a way that communication is kept as local in the
system as possible. To perform algorithm based process mapping for large parallel
programs in large computer systems, both the program and the system needs to be
modeled. Using graphs as models, the two can easily be modeled and the problem
can be solved with existing algorithms. As noted by Dongarra et al. [36] there are
limitations in the graph partitioning formulation when used for load balancing, one
of them being the assumption of a homogeneous target architecture. This study
approached this limitation for subsets of a homogeneous system that were hetero-
geneous with respect to communication.
In the study, a set of partitioning and mapping algorithms where used and provided
by an external library. The study covered approaches of designing the system model
in a way that would reflect reality as well as possible while reducing time of cre-
ation. For the system evaluated, distances between processing units where: between
cores within NUMA-nodes, between cores within CPUs but different NUMA-nodes,
between cores within nodes but different CPUs and between cores in different com-
putational nodes. Even though the system interconnection network forms a logical
topology, namely a 3D torus, the executed programs do not utilize the whole system
but rather subsets of it. This creates a need to model the reserved part of the sys-
tem rather than the complete system. With no routing path information available
for running jobs, an accurate model of the reserved set of nodes is hard to provide
with respect to communication. Two approaches where used to do this, one where
measurements where made between every two node in the reserved system, and one
where the shortest network paths between every two nodes were assumed to be used.
For an “unhealthy” system, where there exist nodes that are offline or non-functional,
it was shown that the latter method made bad assumptions and would create in-
accurate system models. The methods where evaluated and compared to random
mappings and iteratively placed mappings, using a particle simulation software. Un-
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expectedly the iterative mapping performed best in the evaluation. This was most
likely due to the one-to-one mapping of processes to processors and ignored com-
putational effort metric, and the considerably low number of computational nodes
used in the tests, as more nodes gives greater distance differences.

5.2 Future work

The developed process mapping library can be improved in several ways and is to
be considered a proof-of-concept prototype. One problem that is not handled in an
optimal way is the way mappings are distributed. Instead of gathering the results
at one process just to broadcast it to all nodes (as shown in figure 3.6 on page
34, all processes could gather information from each other in a more distributed
and efficient manner). The implemented process mapper’s design with respect to
parallelization has limitations as well. The approach of mapping to nodes on one
process before mapping to cores in parallel is certainly not as distributed as it could
be. A fully distributed process mapper would utilize available processing power to
a much greater extent and certainly scale much better.
The process mapper was tested with a single simulation setup and so further eval-
uation would determine it’s level of optimization in simulations with, for example
an increased number of particles, or more randomly distributed particle positioning
and movement. There are several topics related to this work that needs future re-
search. One aspect is the limitations of today’s models used for process mapping.
Two examples of possible improvements are (i) methods to take use of topology in-
formation while having the possibility to use subsets, and (ii) methods to combine
topologies such as torus and tree. SCOTCH provides (i), but in a simplified model
where the distance of two node-hops is two times the distance of one which did not
model our system in a good way. Further development of such a model with focus
on heterogeneity in the network and/or specified fix costs and routing hop costs for
communication could provide accurate models of real systems.
Methods to relief users and runtime-systems of source graph composition will def-
initely be of interest to end users. Providing accurate models of parallel programs
automatically, as base for process mapping would relieve users of that task.
Algorithms for finding topologies within topologies are required to solve the mod-
eling part without routing information from the system. Today, much research is
done on topology findings in cloud computing and peer-to-peer networks, but it
could be interesting to model structured HPC systems “from within” as well.
Finally, the separation of concerns that separates load balancing with respect to
communication and computation greatly reduces the possibilities of making good
process mappings. If computation and communication costs were set in relation (for
example as time spent on each task), solutions would be possible where total execu-
tion time was prioritized over computational or communicational load balance. For
the evaluated program, that would mean that a solution from the process mapper
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could be utilizing only half of the computational cores while still reducing total
execution time. Such a modification to the process mapping definition, and implied
modifications to existing algorithms would make an important difference and major
mapping improvements for many scenarios can be expected.
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Appendix A

Topology discovery data

The topology-discovery data follows, with data taken from tests on the healthy
system as well as the unhealthy system. The hops-column denotes the assumed
routing hops based on positioning information gotten from the system and does not
necessarily reflect the actual number of hops routed. This is especially not the case
in the unhealthy system, where the number gets misleading.

Table A.1: Topology-discovery latencies, used to compare distance validity between
a healthy and an unhealthy system.

Unhealthy system Healthy system
Hops Time Hops Time

2 34.67 1 30.25
2 33.47 1 30.57
3 37.47 1 32.59
3 35.29 3 38.59
4 43.09 2 33.84
5 42.63 2 33.45
5 40.24 1 31.74
6 42.41 1 31.23
6 42.95 2 33.55
8 51.37 2 34.13
8 48.58 3 35.34
8 54.23 3 35.95
9 60.96 4 38.81
9 65.19 4 38.83
10 63.64 4 38.39
9 72.86 4 38.36
10 71.13 5 42.47
10 67.86 5 42.93
8 72.7 6 45.5
7 52.95 4 38.08
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APPENDIX A. TOPOLOGY DISCOVERY DATA

Hops Time Hops Time
7 51.23 4 37.49
6 50.12 3 35.77
6 51.27 3 35.77
7 53.32 7 47.22
6 63.61 6 46.21
5 48.35 6 46.32
5 48.51 7 46.01
4 54.5 7 45.54
4 56.05 8 49.92
5 79.84 7 51.54
4 44.57 9 49.01
6 75.23 9 49.06
6 49.58 9 58.36
7 52.38 8 49.72
5 40.23 7 46.61
6 47.4 8 46.45
6 45.43 8 46.44
5 46.1 7 53.34
5 50.2 8 56.31
4 45.37 9 49.63
4 47.18 9 49.45
5 48.91 9 56.77
5 46.97 9 57.84
4 41.84 8 56.65
4 46.05 8 57.89
3 37.18 10 51.42
3 43.07 9 49.02
4 39.84 8 47.11
9 51.46 8 45.48
10 59.48 7 45.49
10 59.04 7 45.39
6 55.61 9 49.4
6 50.48 9 51.51
7 53.15 10 58.86
7 54.18 11 63.23
8 93.08 11 54.14
8 94.17 8 47.08
7 87.96 7 44.66
7 96.55 7 44.72
5 42.36 8 47.32
6 45.34 8 47.91
6 45.72 9 55.66
5 43.92 7 55.53
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Hops Time Hops Time
5 44.63 6 48.22
4 40.87 6 46.92
4 39.57 6 42.48
2 35.23 6 42.43
7 54.11 5 40.6
8 54.01 4 38.48
8 53.04 5 42.79
7 49.37 4 39.98
8 53.9 5 41.15
9 73.14 6 46.52
9 71.08 4 41.97
10 56.02 4 38.89
10 53.25 4 39.89
11 55.83 5 41.52
11 56.28 5 41.2
10 56.6 3 37.86
10 71.99 6 46.56
9 72.51 6 46.77
9 68.59 6 45.15
8 64.84 6 48.02
8 71.51 10 55.17
7 91.43 9 50.81
6 58.28 9 50.74
6 58.07 8 47.42
5 57.62 8 48.82
5 56.4 9 54.69
6 65.58 10 54.01
6 94.31 11 59.7
5 97.85 11 58.63
5 98.24 8 50.36
4 131.53 7 46.56
5 92.81 8 49.41
5 84.84 8 49.17
4 72.15 7 47.43
4 76.98 7 48.81
3 89.09 8 50.81
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